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ABSTRACT: In the current era of reduced coral populations, the effects of predation are likely to
compromise the growing investment in restocking of imperiled coral populations and may be a
strong, chronic deterrent of natural population recovery. A 2 yr surveillance study documented
highly variable prevalence of predation by the fireworm Hermodice carunculata on both wild (0 to
51%) and restocked (0 to 53%) populations of the Caribbean staghorn coral Acropora cervicornis,
but significantly higher prevalence overall in 2012 than 2011. In addition, individual predation
scars (branch tips) were tagged to determine the costs of predation both in terms of healing time
(i.e. to recover positive rates of branch growth) and in terms of likelihood of progressive diseaselike tissue loss on preyed branch tips. The risk of preyed branches showing progressive tissue loss
at the subsequent survey was 10 times higher than for non-preyed branches. A survival analysis
indicated an estimated mean time to healing for preyed branch tips of 110 ± 6 d (95% confidence).
Finally, an experiment conducted in 2013 tested whether removing the dead skeleton from preyed
branch tips could accelerate recovery. Indeed, this intervention shortened the mean time to formation of a new apical tip to 46 d (range: 22 to 92 d). Thus, fireworm predation imposes significant
costs on both remnant wild and restocked staghorn colonies, but removing dead tips, rather than
leaving them to bioerode, is a useful strategy to accelerate recovery from predation.
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Corallivory in Caribbean reef systems is characterized as generally less influential than in Indo-Pacific
reefs, where corallivore outbreaks can account for
greater total coral tissue loss than other major disturbances such as bleaching, disease, or storms (De’ath
et al. 2012, Baird et al. 2013). Nonetheless, the detrimental effects of corallivores in the context of other
coral disturbances are well documented for Caribbean reefs, especially for Acropora spp. populations
(Knowlton et al. 1990, Williams & Miller 2012). Rotjan
& Lewis (2008) argue that the impact of corallivory is
likely increasing in an era of global coral declines, as

most corallivores are generalists and unlikely to
respond numerically to dramatic declines in individual prey species.
The deteriorating status of most Caribbean corals
has led to growing investment in propagation and
‘gardening’ approaches (Epstein et al. 2003) to
enhance and restore wild coral populations. The
most advanced efforts relate to the staghorn coral
Acropora cervicornis (Johnson et al. 2011, Young et
al. 2012), due in part to its amenable life history characteristics (fragmentation and fast growth rates) and
perhaps in part to legal requirements to facilitate
species ‘recovery’ due to its threatened status under
the USA Endangered Species Act. Because A. cervi-
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cornis is often outplanted to reef areas where it has
been extirpated, these colonies are rare within the
reef landscape and, as they represent a preferred
prey species for some corallivores (Johnston & Miller
2014), may be heavily targeted (Johnson et al. 2011).
The bearded fireworm Hermodice carunculata is a
cosmopolitan species distributed throughout the
Atlantic and adjacent basins (Ahrens et al. 2013).
Though it is most broadly characterized as a reef
scavenger (Rassweiler & Rassweiler 2011), it is also
well-documented as a corallivore on Caribbean coral
reefs (Glynn 1962). H. carunculata typically feeds on
the living tissue of branching corals such as A. cervicornis by engulfing branch tips and digesting tissue
off the branch (Glynn 1962; see Fig. 1A), leaving
behind characteristic lesions of white branch tips
devoid of tissue. Shinn (1976) describes a successional process of these lesions being colonized by
algae, dead skeletal tips gradually eroding away,
and adjacent tissue eventually healing over within
1 to 2 mo. Because skeletal growth in A. cervicornis
occurs only from the apical polyp at the branch tip,
branch growth is curtailed when the apical polyp is
absent. Hence, fireworm predation reduces the productivity of an A. cervicornis colony (a primary goal
for restocking actions). It can also cause complete
colony mortality, especially in the case of small
worms feeding on early-stage coral recruits (Wolf &
Nugues 2013). H. carunculata is also a vector and
winter reservoir of the coral-bleaching pathogen
Vibrio shilloi in the Red Sea (Sussman et al. 2003)
and hence disease transmission may pose an additional threat to prey colonies.
The same impacts of fireworm predation observed
in natural populations are thought to compromise the
success of nursery-outplanted colonies, and proactive measures to control or mitigate this threat may
substantially enhance the success of restocking
efforts. However, there is little quantitative data on

fireworm impact on either natural or restored A. cervicornis populations. The objectives of this study
were to (1) compare the prevalence of predation by
fireworms H. carunculata on natural and restored
patches of staghorn coral (transplanted from another
wild site or outplanted from field nursery culture); (2)
quantify the costs of this predation in terms of lost
growth and risk of additional, disease-like tissue loss;
and (3) test an intervention (removal of preyed skeletal branch tips) to determine whether it can mitigate
the lost growth.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Surveillance
Surveillance was conducted from May to November
(field seasons) in both 2011 and 2012; these survey periods are hereafter referred to as ‘years’. Surveys were
conducted periodically (biweekly to monthly; in total
9 surveys in 2011 and 7 surveys in 2012), at 9 (2011) or
8 (2012) sites in the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary (Table 1); 3 sites were populated with ‘wild’
staghorn colonies and 6 (in 2011) or 5 (in 2012) sites
with ‘restored’ staghorn colonies that were either directly transplanted from another site or outplanted
from field nursery propagation at least 2 yr prior to
this study. At the 3 wild sites where larger, continuous
Acropora cervicornis populations were present, a circular plot (8 m radius at Tavernier Patch A and B,
10 m radius at Little Conch) was marked with a center rebar to ensure the same set of colonies were surveyed over time. Different plot sizes were used
among wild sites to incorporate at least 25 colonies. At
each restored site hosting restored or transplanted
staghorn, a confined number and area of colonies was
present, so a fixed plot was not needed to ensure that
the same set of colonies was targeted. Rather, the

Table 1. Study sites and populations surveyed for fireworm predation during 2011 and 2012 in the upper Florida Keys. N is the
number of experimental replicates for the 2013 mitigation experiment at each site
Site

Colony origin

Site type

Coordinates

Depth (m)

N

Molasses
Aquarius
Conch Shallow
French
KL Dry Rocks
Pickles
Tavernier Patch A
Tavernier Patch B
Little Conch

Nursery
Transplant and nursery
Transplant
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Wild
Wild
Wild

Restored
Restored
Restored
Restored
Restored
Restored
Wild
Wild
Wild

25° 00.60’ N, 80° 22.37’ W
24° 57.20’ N, 80° 27.15’ W
24° 57.08’ N, 80° 27.59’ W
25° 07.31’ N, 80° 17.85’ W
25° 07.45’ N, 80° 17.84’ W
24° 59.30’ N, 80° 24.74’ W
24° 59.23’ N, 80° 27.17’ W
24° 59.24’ N, 80° 27.16’ W
24° 56.78’ N, 80° 28.21’ W

8 to 10
14
6
10
6
8 to 10
6
6
6

4
0
1
3
1
4
0
0
3
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transplanted colonies were surveyed haphazardly
within this finite, restored area of reef. The number of
colonies tallied for individual site prevalence (i.e. the
percent of colonies in the population that displayed
signs of recent predation by Hermodice carunculata)
ranged from 23 to 164 according to the number of
colonies available and the extent of search during a
given survey. The presence of fresh lesions attributable to fireworms (i.e. bright white exposed skeleton
on denuded branch tips; Fig. 1A,D) was scored for
each colony during each survey. Tissue loss associated
with disease is reported in Miller et al. (2014). Prevalence was calculated for each site for every survey
and averaged for each site by year combination. A
2-way, fixed-factor ANOVA, with factors being Site
Type (Restored versus Wild) and Year (2011 or 2012)
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and sites as replicates, was conducted to determine
whether overall prevalence (averaged across surveys
within each year) varied significantly between restored and wild sites or between years.

Costs of predation
We sought to quantify 2 components of the cost of
fireworm predation.
(1) To address lost colony productivity due to
denuded apical tips, we determined the time
required for re-formation of the growing apical tips
on preyed coral branches (i.e. presumed resumption of normal growth and productivity). During the
surveillance study and the mitigation experiment

Fig. 1. Predation by Hermodice carunculata on Acropora cervicornis. (A) Fireworm engulfs and absorbs live tissue from coral
branch tip. Older, algal-colonized tips are in the foreground. (B) Shielded-removal treatment showing branch from which dead
skeleton has been removed and wire shield attached. (C) Encrusted and eroding tip recovering naturally. Typically, no tissue recovery was observed past the benchmark cable tie marking the predation scar border. (D,E) Photos of a monitored colony taken
1 mo apart illustrate cumulative predation scars on a single colony, followed by disease-like tissue loss (entire left main branch).
Purple arrows indicate preyed tips observed on the previous survey (~2 wk prior to D) while yellow arrows indicate freshly
preyed tips. Red cable tie marking a tracked preyed tip is visible
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(described below), we tagged colonies with freshly
preyed tips and placed a small beaded cable tie
either at or a fixed distance below (Fig. 1D) the tissue
margin. A foreign object placed at the tissue margin
may represent an artifact altering tissue regeneration
processes. However, cable ties are commonly used to
quantify branch extension rates (originally described
by Shinn 1966) and both tissue and skeleton proliferate quickly over the cable tie (within 2 to 3 wk;
M. Miller pers. obs.), so it should not represent a substantial hindrance to A. cervicornis growth.
Scaled photos were taken of each marked tip on
each subsequent survey so that the initial scar length
and the duration required for re-appearance of any
apical polyp could be determined from each time series of photographs. Linear regression was used to assess the potential relationship between initial scar
size (length in mm) and time to healing. A non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test was applied to compare
the initial length of scars that healed versus scars that
did not heal over the duration of observation. A total
of 142 preyed tips were tracked (56 in 2011; 86 in
2012) over a duration of 11 to 125 d (depending on
survey date). Many of these tips did not heal during
the observation period. A Kaplan-Meier survival analysis (SigmaStat v.3.5) was used to incorporate the information on ‘duration unhealed’ for these replicates,
as well as the time taken for those that were observed
to heal, to provide a probabilistic estimate of natural
healing time.
(2) We quantified the potential that predation
would be associated with increased disease risk. We
assessed this possible cost of predation in 2012 using
a set of tagged colonies with whole-colony time
series photos (20 colonies at each of 8 sites). Fresh
predation scars (n = 81) within this set were tagged
with a cable tie at the tissue margin and scored on
the survey following the initial scar observation
(~1 mo later) as to whether additional tissue loss had
occurred (beyond the benchmark cable tie). To estimate comparable frequency on un-preyed tips, 3
healthy tips were haphazardly designated on an initial photo of each of these tagged colonies (total of
469 tips). Then the subsequent photo (~1 mo later) of
each colony was examined to determine whether disease-like tissue loss (i.e. inconsistent with breakage
or fireworm predation) affected these healthy tips.

Mitigation trial
During June to September 2013, we performed an
experiment to test whether manually removing the

dead skeleton of preyed branch tips could accelerate
healing. During approximately monthly visits to the
same sites surveyed in 2011 and 2012, we searched
for colonies that had multiple, freshly preyed branch
tips to implement blocked experimental replicates of
4 treatments: removal (R; dead skeleton cut off),
shielded removal (R-S; preyed branch tip that had
the dead skeleton removed and a wire shield
deployed temporarily; Fig. 1B), healthy controls (H-S;
also with wire shields), and preyed controls (P; a
preyed tip simply marked with a cable-tie benchmark). The shields were made from a loop of plasticsealed copper wire that was bent over the branch tip
and secured with a cable tie (Fig. 1B). Shields were
intended to protect the branch from subsequent predation by fireworms throughout the experiment; 2
branches of each treatment were established on each
colony and scaled photographs were taken during
each subsequent visit. The length of each treatment
tip was measured (from the cable-tie benchmark)
from the photos to derive the change in length over
time (i.e. ‘growth’ in mm). This growth rate was averaged for the 2 branches of the same treatment on
each colony and variation between treatments was
tested by a 2-way ANOVA on ranks followed by
Dunn’s pairwise post-hoc tests. A total of 16 colonies
suitable for treatment were encountered. Some
branches died from disease-like tissue loss or were
broken off during the experiment. Thus, the final
sample sizes ranged from 12 to 16 for the 4 treatments. The total time to healing, determined by formation of a new apical polyp, was also noted for each
branch, whereupon shields were removed.

RESULTS
Surveillance
The prevalence of colonies with at least one fresh
predation scar attributable to Hermodice carunculata
was highly variable among surveys, years, and sites
(Fig. 2). Mean prevalence per survey among wild
sites ranged from ~4 to 15% in 2011 and 20 to 43% in
2012, whereas restored sites ranged from 4 to 11% in
2011 and ~8 to 29% in 2012. A 2-way ANOVA (parametric assumptions met) yielded a significant interaction of Year and Site Type (Restored versus Wild;
p = 0.037), indicating that restored sites had a marginally higher prevalence in 2011 (not significant),
but wild sites had a significantly higher prevalence in
2012 (Holm-Sidak post-hoc comparison, p < 0.05).
Prevalence was significantly higher in 2012 for both
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scars that did not heal (Fig. 4; MannWhitney U-test, p = 0.02).
Of 81 preyed branch tips that were
tracked in 2012, 21% showed signs of
continued tissue loss at the subsequent survey. In contrast, of 469 unpreyed tips tracked in 2012 photos,
only 2.1% showed tissue loss not consistent with predation or breakage
(i.e. disease-like tissue loss) at the
subsequent survey. Thus, fireworm
predation yielded a 10 times higher
risk of progressing disease-like tissue
loss compared with undamaged tips.

Mitigation trial
The tips that were manipulated by
removing the skeleton after fireworm
predation (R and R-S treatments)
showed a mean healing time that was
less than half of that estimated for
Fig. 2. Prevalence of colonies observed with fresh fireworm predation in
patches of restored (A and C; transplanted or outplanted from nearby field
unmanipulated tips (P control treatnursery) and wild (B and D) colonies of staghorn coral, Acropora cervicornis
ments; Table 2). A 1-way ANOVA on
during 2 field seasons of surveillance. Date: mo/d
ranks indicated significant variation
among the 4 treatments (p < 0.001),
Site Types (Holm-Sidak post-hoc comparison p < 0.05
with the P treatments showing significantly impaired
within each Site Type).
growth compared with the other 3 treatments
(Dunn’s post-hoc comparisons; p < 0.05 for P versus
each of the other 3 treatments). There was no signifiCosts of predation
cant difference in growth among the tips with dead
skeleton removed (R and R-S treatments) and the
Overall, 10.3% of tracked preyed branches (pooled
for all 3 yr) healed within their observation period
with a mean time to healing of 78 d, i.e. almost 90%
of the preyed branches took longer to heal than the
period of observation or did not heal at all. The
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis (SigmaStat v.3.5)
provides a probabilistic estimate of natural healing
time incorporating both the healed branches and the
majority of branches that were not observed long
enough to observe healing. This analysis suggested a
probability of ~60% that preyed tips were not yet
healed after 130 d (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the expected
mean time to healing for natural recovery was
between 104 and 116 d (95% confidence interval).
For the 18 tips that were observed to heal (2011 to
Fig. 3. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis curve depicting prob2013 pooled), there was no significant relationship
abilistic estimate of healing time (analogous to ‘survival
between the initial length of the scar and the time to
time’) for staghorn coral branches preyed upon by fireheal (linear regression, p = 0.545). However, the iniworms. Dots on the main line indicate aborted cases (i.e.
tial size of scars of these 18 healed tips was signifiobservation for that case ceased prior to healing being
observed). Dashed lines show the 95% confidence interval
cantly smaller than the initial size of the majority of
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Fig. 4. Initial size of fireworm predation scars that healed
versus those that were not observed to heal. Sizes are significantly different (Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.02). Observations pooled from 2011 to 2013. Box ends indicate 25th
and 75th percentiles with a line at the median, error bars
at 10th and 90th percentiles and circles indicating more
extreme points

healthy tips (H-S treatment; Dunns test p > 0.05;
Fig. 5). The negative growth rate of the tips in the P
treatment (Fig. 5) represents erosion of the skeleton
of the lesion, as observed in the natural recovery process (Fig. 1C). However, the same statistical result is
obtained when zeros are used rather than the measured, negative growth rates for the P treatments.
While the shields were intended to protect experimental branches from additional fireworm predation
during the experiment, 2 instances of additional predation were observed and both were on shielded
branches.

Fig. 5. Growth (in mm d−1) of branch tips from 4 treatments
in the mitigation experiment. Preyed controls (P) were significantly different from the 3 other treatments (R = dead
skeleton removed; R-S = removed with shield; H-S = healthy
tip with shield), which did not differ from each other (1-way
ANOVA on ranks (p < 0.001) via Dunn’s pairwise posthoc comparisons). N is given within each bar. Error bars
indicate ±1 SE

Tunnicliffe 1983) to 65% (southeast Florida, prevalence based on 1 m2 quadrats rather than colonies;
Vargas-Ángel et al. 2003). To our knowledge, however, the high variability in predation prevalence
over time within and among nearby sites reported
here (0 to > 50%) has not been previously described.
There was a substantial amount of disease simultaneously affecting this population during the surveillance study (Miller et al. 2014); this may have confounded our detection of fireworm predation, as
rapid tissue loss and resultant whole colony mortality can occur rapidly in actively diseased colonies,
thereby rendering predation events since the prior
survey undetectable. This bias may at least partially
DISCUSSION
account for the lower predation level in 2011 versus
2012, as disease impact on the population was
Previous reports of the prevalence of fireworm
higher in 2011.
predation on Acropora cervicornis are generally
Moreover, fireworm predation imposes a significant
from single surveys, and range from 2% (Jamaica;
cost on restored populations, affecting an average of
15% of colonies per survey interval (generally 2 to 4 wk) with at least one branch
Table 2. Pooled observation and derived estimate of healing in preyed
branch tips, including natural (2011 to 2013) and manipulated (2013
lesion. Observations indicate that worms
mitigation experiment) conditions. Estimated natural healing time (mean
prey on multiple branches of affected
± 95% confidence interval) from Kaplan-Meier survival analysis
colonies over time (Fig. 1D,E), often leaving most or all of the branches on a colony
No. of Healed tips Mean healing
denuded for a period of ca. 110 d. Witman
tips
(No.) (%)
time (d)
(1988) reports only about 25% regeneration of fireworm scars on Millepora comNatural, 2011 to 2013, observeda 175
18 10.3
78
Natural, estimated
110 ± 6
planata over 1 yr, and the only other data
Manipulated 2013b
56
45 80.4
46
known for regeneration of fireworm scars
a
Includes branches from the preyed controls of the 2013 experiment
on A. cervicornis is an unpublished report
b
All branches from shielded-removal plus removal treatments in the
indicating 2 of 43 tips had healed within
2013 experiment
6 wk (M. Berkle pers. comm.).
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Shinn (1976) described the average branch growth
rate of A. cervicornis in the Florida Keys as 10 cm yr−1
and that each tip branches to 3 tips on average each
year. According to this estimate, each growing
branch tip is expected to produce 10 cm of linear
growth in one year, plus 30 cm in the following year,
plus 90 cm in the year after that. The temporal and
growth pattern of branching in A. cervicornis is not
yet well described, but if this basic extrapolation is
reasonable, then the curtailment of almost one-third
of a year for each branch affected by predation would
on average be expected to curtail one-third of the
productivity for that branch over the colony’s life
span. This productivity cost is in addition to a 10
times greater risk of apparent disease infection,
which can result in mortality of most or all of the
colony (e.g. Fig. 1E). Wild colonies seem to be subject
to similar (2011) or higher (2012) prevalence of fireworm feeding scars than restored colonies. While we
did not track the fate of scars on as many wild
colonies (partially due to permitting constraints and
partly due to fewer colonies being available), there is
no a priori reason to believe that their fate would differ substantially, given that all restored colonies originated from local wild genotypes, and susceptibility
to predation and disease do not appear to differ
between wild and restored populations overall
(Miller et al. 2014).
Unlike other major threats to A. cervicornis (e.g.
disease), we have shown that a locally applied, simple intervention appears to provide significant benefit in mitigating the costs of fireworm predation relating to lost productivity. Specifically, snipping dead
skeleton from preyed tips shortened the time of curtailed productivity by more than half (Table 2). While
re-predation of snipped tips was observed only rarely
in the 2013 mitigation experiment, it does happen
and dictates a point of caution and vigilance in
implementing this intervention. The shield with
which we attempted to prevent re-predation was
ineffective and therefore development and testing of
methods to remove worms from treated areas should
be pursued. Indeed, though the removal of dead
skeletal tips does improve healing time thus restoring natural growth and productivity of the colony, it
does not appear to mitigate the heightened disease
risk of preyed tips as 4 out of the 16 colonies used in
the mitigation experiment showed rapid tissue loss
during the experiment (data not shown). The heightened risk observed in unmanipulated preyed tips is
consistent with previous results showing both vectoring of pathogens by Hermodice carunculata (Sussman et al. 2003) and the importance of tissue damage
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(i.e. an independent lesion) in facilitating disease
transmission in A. cervicornis (Gignoux-Wolfsohn et
al. 2012). Thus, prevention of fireworm predation
(rather than the mitigation benefits demonstrated
here) should still be a target in the development and
implementation of conservation strategies for A.
cervicornis.
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